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Abstract 
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) are nowadays installed in the mechanical industry. 
In such systems. many different part types are produced simultaneously and it is necessary to 
take tooling constraints into account for finding an optimal schedule. 
A heuristic method is presented for solving the m-machine, n-job shop scheduling problem 
with tooling constraints. This method. named TOMATO, is based on an adaptation of tabu 
search techniques and is an improvement on the JEST algorithm proposed by Widmcr in 1991. 
Keq’Mords: Flexible manufacturing system; Job shop scheduling: Tooling constraints: Tabu 
search 
1. Introduction 
Production systems, especially in mechanical industry, are in constant evolution. 
Rigid transfer lines are nowadays progressively replaced by flexible cells or flexible 
manufacturing systems. Such systems are composed of numerically controlled ma- 
chines (NC machines) which can process different kinds of parts. This versatility is 
essential in the current economical context: indeed, it is important to be able to 
produce quickly different part types to satisfy the customer requests. This means that 
the machine set-up times between the production of two different part types have to be 
as short as possible. To reach this objective, optimal tool management is necessary. 
This fact makes obsolete one of the main assumptions of the job shop scheduling 
problem 121: the set-up times jbr the operckons we sequence independent and urc 
included in the processing times. 
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Let us define more precisely the job shop scheduling problem with tooling con- 
straints: the main elements are a set of m machines and a collection of n parts to be 
produced on these machines. With each part type is associated a specific process plan, 
which consists in a sequence of operations. Each operation is defined by a machine 
type on which it must be performed, its processing time and the tools which are 
needed. The main assumptions are the following [2,31]: 
_ a machine can process only one part at a time; 
_ the m machines are continuously available (no breakdown and no maintenance 
operation are considered); 
- each machine has a tool magazine with a limited capacity; 
- a set of n multiple operation parts is available for processing at time zero; 
_ a part can be processed by only one machine at a time; 
_ the process plans are known in advance; 
_ no individual operation can be pre-empted; 
_ each individual operation needs a number of tools, which never exceeds the 
capacity of the tool magazine. 
The objective is to minimize the makespan (which is defined as the maximum of the 
completion times of all operations). 
Since the tool magazines have a limited capacity, tool changes have to be planned. 
When a tool change occurs on a machine, some tools of the magazine are replaced by 
others which are required for the next parts of the sequence on this machine. The time 
needed to change tools on a machine is usually not negligible. 
It often happens that a tool may be used for producing different part types; in such 
a case this tool need not be duplicated in the tool magazine and space is saved in it. 
For example, let A, B and C be three parts which have to be processed (in this order) 
on a machine. Let us assume that the capacity of the tool magazine is equal to 10 and 
that parts A, B and C require, respectively, 4, 5 and 3 tools. If all tools needed by A, 
B and C are different, then a tool change must take place after the completion of A or 
B. However, if A and B need two common tools, no tool change is necessary for 
processing A, B and C since these three parts need 4 + 5 + 3 - 2 = 10 different tools. 
Let C = { 1, . . , N) be the total set of operations which are to be performed. For 
each operation i E I we denote: 
~ Pi the part to which i belongs; 
- hili the machine on which i is processed; 
~ di the processing time of i; 
- PP(i) the operation which precedes i in the process plan of Pi; 
- SP(i) the operation which follows i in the process plan of Pi; 
- F(i) the set of tools needed to process i. 
The capacity of the tool magazine of a machine k (1 < k < m) is denoted ,uk. 
The job shop scheduling problem without tool management will be called JP while 
JPT will denote the job shop scheduling problem with tooling constraints. 
Some authors have proposed models integrating tool management on a single 
machine. Heuristic and exact methods for minimizing either the number of tool 
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switches or the number of switching instants on one machine have been pro- 
posed by Tang and Denardo [28]. Bard [3] has developed a non-linear integer 
programming model to minimize the number of tool switches on one machine. 
Recently, Crama [6] and Follonier [12] have proposed efficient heuristic methods fol 
the same problem. 
Tooling constraints on several machines have also been studied by some authors: 
Berrada and Stecke [5] model the tool-loading problem as a non-linear program: 
Proust [25] solves the flow shop scheduling problem with set-up, processing and 
removal times: tool requirements in multi-level machining systems are studied t-11 
Koulamas 1201; de Werra and Widmer [9] suggest an integer programming model for 
the tool-loading problem on several machines with one-operation jobs; Mottet and 
Widmer [22] have developed a heuristic method for minimizing the idle time on each 
machine while having as few tool cassettes (small capacity magazines) in the system; 
a tabu search approach have been proposed by Widmer [3 l] for solving the job shop 
scheduling problem with tooling constraints: Follonier [ 1 l] tries to group parts and 
tools for minimizing the tool changes among identical machines. 
Finally. let us mention the paper of Veeramani et al. 1301 which identifies critical 
areas of research for the development of tool management systems in CIM. 
For finding an optimal solution to a combinatorial optimization problem, various 
techniques have continuously been proposed in the literature. Tabu search is an 
iterative solution method for complex combinatorial optimization problems which 
has been successfully adapted to a large collection of applications [1X]. particularly to 
production problems [4], including the flow shop and the job shop problems 
[7,23,27.32]. 
Widmer [31] has applied tabu search to the job shop problem with tooling 
constraints. We present in this paper a new adaptation of tabu search for the JPT. 
Numerical tests on benchmark problems indicate that the proposed algorithm out- 
performs the heuristic method in [31]. 
The basic ingredients of tabu search are described in Section 2 and adaptations of 
this technique to the job shop problem (with or without tooling constraints) are 
discussed in Section 3. The new algorithm TOMATO is described in Section 4 and 
computational results are contained in Section 5. Final remarks and conclusions arc 
given in Section 6. 
2. Tabu search techniques 
Tabu search is a metaheuristic designed for solving combinatorial optimization 
problems. It has been first suggested by Glover [13] and independently by Hansen 
[17] for a specific application, and later developed in a more general framework 
[S, 14-16,191. We shall sketch here the basic ideas of the technique. 
Assume that an objective function ,f has to be minimized on a set X of feasible 
solutions. A neighborhood N(s) is defined for each solution s in X. The set X and the 
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definition of the neighborhood N(s) induce a state space graph 3 (which may by the 
way be infinite) : the vertex set is X and there is an arc linking a vertex s to a vertex s’ if 
s’ E N(s) Tabu search is basically an iterative procedure which starts from an initial 
feasible solution and tries to reach an optimal solution by moving step by step in the 
state space graph 9. Each step consists in first generating a collection V*(s) of 
solutions in the neighborhood N(s) of a current solution s, and then moving to the 
best solution s’ in V*(s), according to a function g which may be different from& 
Hence 
s’ = argmin { g(.x)}. 
Xt v* (S) 
Note that we may havef(s’) >,f(s). The solutions consecutively visited in the iterative 
process induce an oriented path in 3. 
The set X of feasible solutions and the neighborhood N(s) should be defined in such 
a way that they induce a state space graph 58 having the following property: 
Given any feasible solution s of X, there exists an oriented path in Ce linking s to 
at least one optimal solution. (Property !/3) 
A risk of cycling exists as soon as a solution s’ no better than s is accepted. In order 
to prevent cycling to some extent, modifications which would bring us back to 
a previously visited solution should be forbidden. But it may sometimes be useful to 
come back to an already visited solution and continue the search in another direction 
from there. This is realized by keeping a list T containing the last k modifications (k 
may be fixed or variable). Whenever a modification m is made for moving from s to s’, 
m is introduced in T and its reverse is considered as tabu. Since the tabu list T is finite, 
a cycle may happen, preventing the procedure from reaching a global optimum; hence 
‘$3 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for ensuring that tabu search will always 
reach an optimal solution starting from any initial feasible one. 
Finding the best solution in l’*(s) may sometimes be a non-trivial matter. It may be 
necessary to solve the optimization problem min{g(x) 1 x E V*(s)} by a heuristic 
procedure. More details on the tabu search metaheuristic are given in recent over- 
views 116,191. 
3. Tabu search for the job shop problem 
3.1. Tabu search for the JP 
The job shop scheduling problem can be represented as a graph theoretical problem 
[26]. Given an instance of the job shop problem, the following graph G = (I’, A, E) 
can be associated with it: 
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~ V = {O, . . . , N + 1) = Du(O,N + l}, where 0 and N + 1 are special vertices 
which identify the start and the completion of the schedule; 
A = ((i,j)( 1 < i,,j d N andj = SP(I’)) 
u [(O. i)) 1 < i d N and i is the initial operation on part type Pi) 
u ((i. N + 1) 1 1 d i d N and i is the final operation on part type P,).: 
E={[i,,j]/l ~i.jdN.hil,=MjandPifPj). 
The length of an arc (i,,j) E A or of an edge [i, ,j] E E with i 3 1 is the duration 
di of operation i. All arcs issued from vertex 0 are of length zero. In other 
words, the set A of arcs represents the different process plans. An orientation of the 
edges of E is called,f&sihle if it does not create any circuit in G. A feasible orientation 
of the edges of E corresponds to a,f&sihlr ordering of the operations on the machines. 
The job shop scheduling problem consists in finding a feasible orientation of the edges 
of E in such a way that the longest path from 0 to N + 1 is minimized. Two operations 
which need the same machine are defined djacent if the completion time of the first 
one is equal to the starting time of the second one. An operation is said to be criti~,~/ if 
it belongs to a longest path from 0 to N + 1. A block is a maximal sequence of adjacent 
operations to be processed on the same machine and belonging to a longest path from 
0 to N + 1. 
The first adaptation of tabu search to the JP has been developed by Taillard 1271. 
The set X of feasible solutions is defined as the set of feasible orientations. Given 
a feasible solution s in X, a neighbor solution s’ E N(s) is obtained by permuting two 
consecutive critical operations that use the same machine. When two consecutive 
critical operations i and,j are permuted, the operation,j is introduced in the tabu list T: 
it is forbidden to permute ,j with the next operation on machine n/r, during /T/ 
iterations. 
The neighborhood structure N(s) used by Taillard has the following properties 
which have been proved by van Laarhoven et al. [29]: 
if a solution s is feasible, then all solutions in N(s) are also feasible; 
the state space graph CC? induced by X and N(s) satisfies property ‘p. 
A second adaptation of tabu search to the JP has been proposed by Dell’Amico and 
Trubian [7]. Their method seems to dominate Taillard’s approach. The main differ- 
ence concerns the definition of the neighborhood N(s) : for each operation i in a block. 
they consider as neighbors of s those solutions that can be generated by moving i in 
the first or in the last position of the block to which it belongs if the corresponding 
solution is feasible; otherwise, operation i is moved in the position inside the block 
closest to the first or the last one and such that feasibility is preserved. Dell’Amico and 
Trubian [7] have proved that such a neighborhood induces a state space graph 
Y having property ‘Q. 
Recently, Nowicki and Smutnicki [23] have developed a third adaptation of tabu 
search to the JP which is based, once again, on a different definition of the neighbor- 
hood N(s) For more details, the reader is referred to 1231. 
These three adaptations of tabu search to the JP do not take the tooling constraints 
into account. 
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3.2. Introducing tooling constraints 
As mentioned in the introduction, the time needed to change tools on a machine is 
usually not negligible. The moment when the contents of a tool magazine is modified 
will be called a switching instant; we shall assume that it lasts z + br time units, where 
a is a fixed time due to the removal of the tool magazine from the machine, p is a fixed 
time for each tool replacement and Y is the total number of tools which must be 
replaced by others. 
It is important to notice that an optimal ordering of the operations on the machines 
for the JP does not necessarily induce an optimal schedule for the JPT. Two orderings 
Oi and O2 are represented in Fig. 1: Or is optimal for the JP but not for the JPT while 
O2 is optimal for the JPT but not for the JP. 
Given an ordering of the operations, minimizing the makespan is not necessarily 
achieved by minimizing the number of switching instants. For example, the schedule 
of Fig. 2(a) has only one switching instant but requires 7 time units. This schedule does 
not take advantage of the fact that machine 2 is not active during one time unit after 
the completion of part A. By scheduling a switching instant during this idle time, one 
gets a schedule with two switching instants which lasts only 6 time units. 
As already mentioned, given an ordering of the operations, a schedule of minimum 
length for the JP can easily be obtained by finding a longest path in a graph; this is 
a polynomially solvable problem (see for example the adaptation of Bellman’s algo- 
rithm described in [27] or the O(N) algorithm developed by Adams et al. [l] ). For the 
JPT, the complexity of this problem is still open. In other words, given the process 
plans of the part types and an ordering of the operations on the machines, we do not 
know how to deal with the tooling constraints for minimizing the makespan. This 
problem does not appear to be much easier when the number of switching instants on 
each machine is given since, as illustrated in Fig. 3, it is not always optimal to schedule 
the switching instants either as early, or as late as possible. 
However, if the process plans, an ordering of the operations and the contents of the 
tool magazines are given, a schedule of minimal length can also be found by solving 
a longest path problem: in this case, the switching instants are considered as addi- 
tional operations whose duration is known, and the graph is constructed in the same 
way as described in Section 3.1 for the JP. 
In order to take the tooling constraints into account, let us modify the definition of 
adjacent operations as follows: two operations which need the same machine are 
called adjacent if there is no waiting time (but possibly a switching instant) between 
the completion time of the first operation and the starting time of the second one. 
For the JP, we have already mentioned that Taillard’s and Dell’Amico and 
Trubian’s neighborhood structures induce a state space graph 9 having property ‘p. 
This is not the case for the JPT. Indeed, let us assume that given an ordering of the 
operations, we use an exact method for dealing with the tooling constraints in order to 
minimize the makespan. By using Taillard’s or Dell’Amico and Trubian’s neighbor- 
hood structure for the problem of Fig. 4, we will cycle between solutions s1 and 
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machine 1 
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(a) 
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(b) 
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0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
k‘lg. I. (a) Best schedules induced by 0, for the JP and JPT. (b) Best schedules induced by 0: for the J 1’ 
and JPT. 
.s2 while sj is optimal. The solution .s?, can be obtained from s, by permuting two 
non-consecutive operations (the processing of parts A and C on machine 2). The 
solution sj can also be obtained from .s2 in two steps by permuting only consecutive 
operations on machine 2: first permute the non-critical operation on part C with the 
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machlne 
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machlne 
Bx Y 
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machine 1 
machine 2 
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(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) A schedule in 7 time units with one switching instant. (b) A schedule in 6 time units with two 
switching instants. 
critical operation on part A, and then permute the two critical operations on parts 
B and C. 
The next idea is to define N(s) as the set of solutions which can be obtained from 
s by permuting two consecutive operations, without taking into account whether 
these two operations are critical or not. The main drawback of this definition is that 
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machine 
1 ? 
machme 
1 2 
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constant times for tool changes : a=1 and B=O m = swltchlng instant 
ordering 
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0 on machme 1 
1 on machine 2 
machine 2 m 
t ; I i I : 1 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(b) 
machine 1 
machine 2 ‘-_ 
I I f / 1 : ; t 
0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 
(c) 
Fig. 3. (a) The switching instant is scheduled as early as possible. (b) The switching instant is scheduled ;L\ 
late as possible. (c) A better schedule in 6 time units 
most of the solutions in N(s) have the same value as s since permuting two consecutive 
non-critical operations will usually not change the makespan; so, it is difficult to guide 
the search towards an optimal solution. We shall describe in the next section 
a neighborhood structure which is more suitable for the JPT. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Solution s1 : the unique critical operations on machine 2 are the processing of parts A and B. 
(b) Solution s2: the unique critical operations on machine 2 are the best processing of parts A and B. 
(c) Solution s3: an optimal schedule. 
4. The algorithm TOMATO 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, given an ordering of the operations, it is ditticult to 
determine the best way for dealing with the tooling constraints. We have developed 
a three-phase heuristic method. In the first phase, all the machines are treated 
independe~~tly. We determine the set .Y of operations which immediately precede 
a switching instant. For a machine k, we denote: 
gk the number of switching instants on k; 
_ //k.y (1 < y < gL - 1) the set of tools needed to perform all operations on k which 
are between the #h and (q + 1)th switching instants; 
~.k+,., (resp. -lilk.J the set of tools needed to perform all operations on ii which 
precede the first (resp. follow the last) switching instant. 
The algorithm SWITCHING-INSTANT which is described below considers the 
ordered set (ol, .._ , or) of operations on a machine k and sequentially schedules the 
switching instants only when forced to. Hence, if a switching instant precedes an 
operation oi if -c i d r) , this means that the set ,F(oi) of tools needed to process oi on 
C, cannot be added to the tool magazine without exceeding its capacity. This is 
performed as follows. 
Algorithm SWITCHING-INSTANT 
let {o,. . , o,] be the ordered set of operations on a given machine I; (1 < h < M) 
set i:= 0; -Nk.O:= 8; (Tk:= 0; 
:4:= 8 (“set of operations which immediately precede a switching instant *); 
while i < r do 
set i:= i + 1: 
if I /jk, “,< LIF(OJ 1 > pk then 
schedule a switching instant immediately after operati~~n (Ii 1; 
./P:= ./PU ( Ioi- * ); 
set (Tk :=: 0~ + 1; Nk,n,,:= am; 
else set //k,/i,< := , Nk,o, UY(O;); 
end while. 
It is clear that the number of switching instants determined by the above algorithm 
is minimal. In the following, we shall only consider schedules having that number of 
switching instants. 
In the second phase of the proposed heuristic method, we determine the contents of 
the tool magazines. As in the first phase. all the machines are treated independently. 
Since tool replacements can only occur during the svtiitching instants, a set of 
operations between two consecutive switching instants ~1 and (q + 1) (0 < ~1 < ok) on 
a machine k can be considered as one unique operation which needs the set 
Kk,y of tools to be processed. Hence, given an ordered set of CT~ + 1 operations which 
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must be processed on machine k, we have to minimize the total number of tool 
replacements. 
It has been proved by Tang and Denardo [28] that, given an ordered set of 
operations which must be performed on a unique machine, minimizing the total 
number of tool replacements is a polynomially solvable problem. Different proofs of 
this result are also given in [6,24]. We solve the tool replacement problem by using 
the KTNS (keep tool needed soonest) policy proposed by Tang and Denardo [28]. 
This policy has the following properties: 
_ at any instant, no tool is inserted unless it is required by the next operation; 
_ if a tool must be inserted, the tools that are kept (not removed) are those needed the 
soonest. 
For a machine k (1 < k d m), we denote: 
~ g/k,q (1 d q < n,J the contents of the tool magazine at the end of the qth switching 
instant; 
<g!i. 0 the contents of the tool magazine at time zero. 
For a tool 7, we define YkJ7) (1 d k < m; 1 d q d ok) as the first instant at or after 
the qth switching instant on k, at which tool 7 must appear in the tool magazine. If 7 is 
not required by any operation following the qth switching instant, then we set Lc?~Jz) 
equal to CJ~ + 1. More formally: 
L!JJZ) = cJk + l 
1 
if z$U~%~ AY~,~, 
min{vlr E A’~,r, q d Y < uk} otherwise. 
Hence, if -4vkJ7) = q, then tool 7 must belong to %?k,q since 7 is needed to process at 
least one operation between the qth and the (q + 1)th switching instant. Given 
a machine k (1 < k < nz) with IJ~ > 0, the tool replacement algorithm which follows 
the KTNS policy can now be described as follows. 
Algorithm TOOL-REPLACEMENT 
Put pk tools in gk,O having minimal values of _4p&7) ; 
(* i.e., those tools which are needed the soonest *) 
set q:= 1; (* switching instant counter *); 
set C&k. 1: = Ek. o; 
while q < ok do 
if {z / 6ck.q(z) = q) gVk,q then 
set q:= q + 1; 
if q < ok then set gik,q := Vik,q_ 1; 
else 
choose any tool 7 such that 9%,,,(z) = q and 7#%?)k,4; 
set Vk.,:= +?,,,u {z}; 
remove a tool u from %Yk,q such that u = argmaxSECdr,s 
end while 
{~k,,(O > 
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Once the tool replacement problem has been solved on each machine, a feasible 
schedule can be obtained by solving a longest path problem. Indeed, all switching 
instants can be considered as additional operations whose duration is known. and the 
graph can then be constructed in the same way as described in Section 3.1 for the JP. 
Given an ordering 4 of the operations on the machines. a set ./P of operations 
which immediately precede a switching instant and a set ‘f;=“/ 1 I ‘h.q 
1 < k < m; 0 < q < ok) of contents of the tool magazines at time zero and at the end 
of the switching instants, we denote .Y( <,.y, %) the feasible schedule obtained by 
solving a longest path problem. For an operation i. we denote: 
PM(i) the operation processed on Mi just before i; 
SM(i) the operation processed on Mi just after i. 
As mentioned above, the first two phases of the proposed heuristic method deal with 
all the machines independently. In a third phase, we treat all the machines simulta- 
neously. We try to improve a solution by scheduling a switching instant on a machine 
when no part is ready to be processed on it. 
Consider a feasible schedule .Y(<, 9. ‘% ) with a minimum number of switching 
instants and let i be any operation in 9. Assume that i precedes the qth switching 
instant on machine k and that .17(i) E%~,~ By moving the qth switching instant on 
k before operation i, we get a new set ./p’ = (.a’,)(i))b PM(i) of operations which 
immediately precede a switching instant. Notice that by performing such a move, the 
contents of the tool magazine at the end of the qth switching instant on machine 
I, need not be modified since all tools required to process operation i belong to XL.,,. 
Hence. .Y (4. .P’, % ) is a schedule which satisfies the tooling constraints. Consider 
now the following times in .Y( <, 9, % ): 
r,(k, q) is the completion time of operation PM(i) : 
t2(k, q) is the starting time of operation i; 
t3(k. q) is the starting time of operation SP(i) if any, infinite otherwise: 
r,(k, q) is the completion time of the yth switching instant on k. 
Note that PM(i) always exists since otherwise. we could reduce the number of 
switching instants on k, which contradicts the fact that the number of switching 
instants in -Y’( <. .b, %) is minimal. 
Proposition. Suppose t3(k, q) > tl(k, q) ~ t,(k. q) + t4(k. y) T~PJI. the wurkespurl of 
.U’( <. 9’. % ) is srrder thun or equal to the makespurl of .Y (<. .P. (6). 
Proof. In Y(4. ./p. ct), the 4th switching instant on machine I, lasts 
T, = t4(k, y) - (t2(k, q) + di) time units. while the idle time on k after the completion 
of PM(i) lasts T2 = t,(k, q) - t,(k, q) time units. 
Case 1: T1 < T,. In that case, we can construct a new schedule s by moving the qth 
switching instant on k before i and without performing any change in the starting time 
of any operation. 
CNX 2: T1 > T,. Consider the schedule s obtained from .Y’(<, 9. %) by moving 
the qth switching instant on k before i. In that case, we must increase the starting time 
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of i by T, - T2 time units. The new completion time of i will be f2(k, q) + 
dj + (T, - T2) = t,(k, q) - tz(k, q) + t4(k, q) Now, since t,(k, q) d t2(k, q), it follows 
that the operation SIM(1’) on k (if any) need not be delayed. Moreover, since it is 
assumed that t3(k, q) 3 t,(k, q) - t2(k, q) + t4(k, q) , we do not have to change the 
starting time of operation SP(1’) (if any). This means that in s, the starting time of any 
operation j # i can be set equal to the one in Y(i, 9, QZ). 
In each case, we have constructed a schedule s with a makespan smaller than or 
equal to the makespan of Y(i, 9, %), and which satisfies the following properties: 
~ the operations in s are ordered according to <: 
_ the set of operations which immediately precede a switching instant is equal to 
9’ = (Y\{ij) uPM(i); 
- the contents of the tool magazines in s are the same as those in 9(-C, 9, %?). 
Among all schedules satisfying the above properties, Y’(<, P’, Ce) has a minimum 
makespan since it is obtained by solving a longest path problem. Hence, the makespan 
of .Y(<, P’, ‘tj) is smaller than or equal to the makespan of .Y(<, 9, %) q 
Notice that the makespan of Y(<, Y, G9) is possibly strictly smaller than the 
makespan of Y(<, 9, %?) since operation SA4(i) may perhaps be scheduled earlier. 
We have developed the following algorithm, which is based on the above proposition, 
for trying to improve the schedule of the switching instants. 
Algorithm IMPROVE-SWITCHING-INSTANT 
set k:= 1 (* machine counter *); 
set q := 1 (* switching instant counter *); 
while (k < m) do 
ifq>o,thensetk:=k+l;q:=l 
else 
Let i be the operation which precedes the qth switching instant on machine k; 
if .F(i) G@?~,~ and t3(k, q) 3 t,(k, q) - tz(k, q) + t4(k, q) then 
move the qth switching instant on k between operations PM(i) and i; 
solve a longest path problem (*construction of 9(-K, P’, %) *); 
set k:= 1 and q := 1; 
else 
Set q:= q + 1; 
endwhile 
As an example, consider the schedule represented in Fig. 5(a). There is a unique 
switching instant on machine 2 after the completion of part D. Assume that the 
contents V,, 1 of the tool magazine of machine 2 after the switching instant is equal to 
{JJ, z}. We have t,(2, 1) = 5, t2(2, 1) = 5, ~42, 1) = 7 and t4(2, 1) = 7. Since tool 
!: needed to process part D on machine 2 belongs to V,, 1 and since t,(2, 1) = 
r1(2, 1) - t2(2, 1) + t4(2, 1) = 7, the switching instant is moved before the processing of 
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Fig. 5. (a) The switching instant has been scheduled as late as possible by the algorithm SWIK’H- 
ING-INSTANT. Ib) The switching instant has been moved before the processing of part I?. (~1 The 
switching instant has been moved before the processing of part C. 
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part D; one gets the schedule of Fig. 5(b). Now, ti(2, 1) = 2, t2(2, 1) = 4, t3(2, 1) = 5, 
t4(2, 1) = 6 and t3(2, 1) = 5 > 4 = ti(2, 1) - t2(2, 1) + ~~(2, 1). Since tool y needed to 
process part C on machine 2 belongs to %Y,,,, the switching instant is moved before 
the processing of part C and we obtain the schedule of Fig. 5(c). Finally, 
t3(2, 1) = 2 < 3 = ti(2, 1) - ~~(2, 1) + t4(2, 1); hence, the switching instant is not 
moved before the processing of part B. Notice that the schedule in Fig. 5(c) has 
a smaller makespan than those of Figs. 5(a) and (b). 
Note that the use of heuristic methods to deal with the tooling constraints may 
constitute a hindrance to finding a global optimum for the JPT. 
4.2. Other ingredients 
The set X of feasible solutions is defined as the set of schedules Y(<, 9, %?) which 
satisfy the tooling constraints and which have a minimum number of switching 
instants, where 
- < is a feasible ordering of the operations; 
- 9 is a set of operations which immediately precede a switching instant; 
- G!? = {Vjk,q 1 1 < k < m; 0 < q < ck} is a set of contents of the tool magazines at time 
zero and at the end of the switching instants. 
Following Dell’Amico and Trubian’s approach for the JP, we consider as neighbors 
of a solution s all solutions that can be obtained from s by moving a critical operation 
i in the first or in the last position of the block to which it belongs if the corresponding 
ordering is feasible; otherwise, operation i is moved in the position inside the block 
closest to the first or the last one and such that feasibility is preserved. As noticed in 
Section 3.2, it may be worthwhile to extend this neighborhood in the case of a JPT. 
We have decided to enlarge the definition of N(s) by considering as neighbors of 
s those solutions obtained from s by moving the first (resp. last) operation i of a block 
before PM(i) (resp. after SM(I’)) if the corresponding ordering is feasible. These moves 
modify a critical path and this favors diversification of the search. In the experiments 
which are reported in Section 5, we have observed that moves to this new type of 
neighbors are performed in about 15% of the cases. They are beneficial since the 
results obtained with the proposed extended neighborhood have proven to be system- 
atically better than those obtained by using Dell’Amico and Trubian’s neighborhood 
structure. 
We have tested a variant of this neighborhood structure where consecutive opera- 
tions which are non-critical are allowed to be permuted. We got results which were 
systematically worse than those reported in Section 5 and we have observed that 
about 60% of the moves involved a non-critical operation. This can easily be 
explained by the fact that many solutions of this modified neighborhood N(s) have the 
same value as s. In this case, the algorithm will move a non-critical operation without 
increasing the value of the objective function instead of moving a critical operation 
which would lengthen the longest path. It is therefore difficult to escape a local 
optimum. 
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Let s’ be a neighbor of a solution s obtained by moving an operation on a machine 
k. To evaluate s’, we first determine the operations on k which immediately precede 
a switching instant by using the algorithm SWITCHING__INSTANT. We then apply 
the algorithm TOOL_REPLACEMENT on k and compute the makespan of s’ by 
solving a longest path problem (see Section 3.2). Once it has been decided to move 
from the current solution s to a neighbor solution s’ E N(s) , we try to improve the 
schedule of the switching instants in s’ by using the algorithm IMPROVE_SWITCH- 
IYG_INSTANT. 
In order to get a better evaluation of the neighbors of a solution s, we have 
tried to apply the procedure IMPROVE_SWITCHING_.INSTANT to each 
of them. An important increase of the computational effort has been observed 
which can easily be explained by the following fact. Since the procedure 
SWITCHING-INSTANT schedules all switching instants only when forced to. 
it often happens that many of them can be scheduled earlier by using the 
improvement procedure. At each change of the schedule of a switching instant. 
a longest path problem is solved, and the time needed to detect such a possible change 
is. in the worst case, proportional to the number of switching instants. We have 
therefore decided to use the procedure IMPROVE_SWITCHING_INSTANT only 
once per iteration. 
Notice that the proposed neighborhood structure does not necessarily satisfy 
property +I3 defined in Section 2. Indeed. for the problem represented in Fig. 6. the 
state space graph 9 contains two connected components. 
The tabu list T is a set of operations which are not allowed to be moved for a certain 
number of iterations. When an operation i is moved after or before an operationj on 
a machine li, operation i is introduced in the tabu list, Furthermore, if ,j is an 
immediate predecessor or successor of i, then operationj is also added to the tahu list: 
indeed, in that case, s could be obtained from s’ by moving .i after or before i. The 
length of the tabu list is chosen at each iteration at random in the interval [II, L3n!ZJ]. 
according to a uniform distribution. 
The objective functionfis the makespan. For a solution s and a machine k, let E,(.\) 
denote the time at which all operations are completed on k. We have 
,f‘(.s) = max i&(s)). 
I Sl<rn 
As mentioned in Section 2, for moving from a solution s to a neighbor solution s’ in 
N(s), we first have to generate a subset I/*(s) of N(s) We then have to choose a best 
solution s’ in I/*(s) according to a function y which may be different fromf: Usually. 
many neighbors of a solution s have the same makespan as s. We have therefore 
defined the two following discriminating functions hi and h,: 
h,(s) is the total duration of the switching instants in s; 
~- h2(s) = C;= 1E,(s)2. 
By minimizing h2(s), we try to avoid having too many machines whose completion 
time is close to the makespan. 
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Let F be a weighted combination off and h,: 
F(s) = WJ(S) + WZh~(S), 
where w1 and w2 are positive parameters which give relative weights to the two 
components of F. Moreover, let ,f_best (resp. F-best) denote the value of the best 
solution according to ,f(resp. F) encountered so far during the resolution. 
For choosing a solution in N(s), we first determine the subset Ri’(s) of neighbors ,>I 
which are either not tabu or such that (f’(s) <&hest) or (F(s) < F_hest). Denote 
V*(s) the set containing the best neighbors in N’(s) according to the function F: 
I’*(s) = 
i 
.s’~s = argmin(F(x)) 
XEi\“(S) 1 
We move from s to a solution s’ in V*(s) for which /I~ is minimal: 
s’ = argmin(hz(s)J. 
.Yt v*(\) 
Finally, the iterative process is stopped as soon as mus_itcrLition iterations have 
been performed without improving the values of,f_hesr or F best. 
4.3. The algorithm 
The proposed heuristic method for solving the JPT is named TOMATO (for Tool 
MAnagement with Tabu Optimization) and can be summarized as follows: 
Algorithm TOMATO 
Initialization 
find an initial solution for the JP by using Taillard’s algorithm 1271; 
let .s be the schedule obtained by applying the algorithms SWITCHING~_IN- 
STANT and TOOL-REPLACEMENT on each machine and by solving a longest 
path problem: 
improve s using the algorithm IMPROVE_SWITCHING_INSTANT: 
set s* := s <L L (* best solution according to,f’*); 
set f_hcsr :=,f’(s); F_he.st:= F(s) (* best values of ,f‘ and F”): 
set iteratim --best := 0 (* last iteration when ,f1hest or E‘__/Y,\( 
has been modified *); 
set iteration _cour7ter := 0 (* iteration counter *): 
set T:= 0 (* the tabu list is initially empty *); 
while (iteration counter - iterntion_hest) < mu.u~.it~~~Lltior7 do 
set iteration r'ounter := ite~atioi7~cour7ter. + I: 
set tahu-lewqtlz := random number E [IT. L 3@2]]: 
evaluate each solution s’ of N(s) by using the algorithms SWITCHING_INSTANT 
and TOOL-REPLACEMENT for the machine on which an operation is moved 
and by solving a longest path problem; 
determine the subset N’(s) c N(s) of neighbors s’ of s which are either not tabu or 
such that ((.f’(s’) <f_be.st) or (F(s’) < F-hcst)); 
determine the subset V*(s) G N’(s) containing the best neighbors of s according to k’; 
choose the best solution s’ in V*(s) according to the discriminating function 11~: 
improve ,s’ using the algorithm IMPROVESWITCHING INSTANT; 
set s:= s’ and update s*, f-best, F_ h est. itcration_hr.st and T: 
end while 
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The solution s* is the best schedule found by TOMATO and f-best is its makespan. 
We evaluate the efficiency of this algorithm in the next section. 
5. Computational results 
Benchmark problems have been generated by Widmer [31] who proposed a first 
adaptation of tabu search to the JPT. We have considered the problems of type 
A, B, E, F, G, H, I and J described in [31] (the problems of type C and D are the same 
as those of type B with additional constraints such as due dates). These problems have 
a number of machines and a number of parts varying from 1 to 10. They constitute 
a good base for evaluating the algorithm TOMATO. 
We have generated 10 problems of each type. All problems are exactly the same 
instances as those in [31]. In these problems, the parts have to visit every machine 
exactly once and the process plans have been randomly generated. For each opera- 
tion, the processing time is an integer which is randomly generated and uniformly 
distributed over the interval [1,5], and the number of required tools is an integer 
which is randomly generated and uniformly distributed over the interval [l, lo]. The 
capacity of the tool magazines is equal to 10. The duration of a switching instant does 
not depend on the number of tools which are changed and is equal to one time unit; 
hence x = 1 and b = 0. 
We have set w1 = 2 and w2 = 1 and all the tests have been performed on a Silicon 
Graphics workstation. Each problem has been run 10 times; this gives a total amount 
of 800 experiments. Table 1 contains the summary of the results and a comparison 
between the algorithm TOMATO and the adaptation of tabu search for the JPT 
which was proposed by Widmer [31] and which is named JEST. For each of the 80 
problems, we define the reference ohjectivejiinction as the best valuef(s*) of s* among 
the 10 runs of TOMATO and JEST, with max-iteration set equal to 2000. 
For each problem type, we report the results obtained with given values of the 
parameter max-iteration. Recall that max-iteration is a limit on the number of 
successive iterations without improvement in the best solution according to for F. 
The column %-best contains the percentage of problems for which the reference 
objectiuefunction has been reached. For each one of the 80 problems P, let M(P) and 
W(P) denote, respectively, the mean and the worst value of the objective function over 
the 10 runs. For a problem type @, the values in the columns mean-6 and worst-6 
represent the average and the worst percentage above the reference objective function; 
these are computed as follows: 
mead(p):= 100 C 
M(P) - reference objective function 
PE(J reference objective function ’ 
worst-d(@):= 100 C 
W(P) - reference objective function 
Pt <,I reference ol7jective function ’ 
w 
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The column mean-iteration contains the mean number of iterations which have 
been performed. Finally, the CPU times are given in seconds. 
Notice that the objective function used in 1311 is not the makespan. This explains 
why the values of %_hest for JEST given in Table 1 are sometimes larger than those 
reported in [31]. 
It appears clearly that TOMATO is more efficient than JEST. For the problems of 
type A and B, when max-iteration is large enough (that is greater or equal to 300) 
both algorithms find the best known solutions in all cases. The values obtained with 
max_iteration = 0 correspond to the values of the first local optimum: we observe 
that for these two problem types, the first local optimum obtained with TOMATO is 
equal to the best known solution in about all cases. This is not the case for JEST since 
only 58% (resp. 3%) of the first local optima are equal to s* for problems of type 
A (resp. B). 
For the problems of type E, F, G and I, we notice that TOMATO finds the best 
known solutions in more than 90% of the cases. The algorithm JEST is much less 
robust than TOMATO since the measure %-best is equal to about 50% for the 
problems of type G and H, and to 8% for the problems of type I. 
The algorithm JEST has not found any best known solution for the problems of 
type J while TOMATO succeeds in minimizing the makespan in 44% of the cases. 
The robustness of TOMATO appears also clearly in the columns mean-b and 
worst-d. For the problems of type J, TOMATO finds the best known solution in less 
than 50%, but we observe that the mean (resp. worst) values of s* are 1.3% (resp. 
2.8%) above the wfkrenre objective jimction. These mean and worst values are even 
less than 1% above the reference objective function for the problems of type 
A, B, E, F, G, H and I. For comparison, JEST finds solutions with worst-b; = 27.3% 
and mean-6 = 19.2% for the problems of type J. 
As mentioned above, all tests concerning the algorithms TOMATO and JEST have 
been performed on a Silicon Graphics workstation. This is the reason why the CPU 
times for the algorithm JEST do not correspond to those given in [31]. It appears 
clearly that JEST is a much slower algorithm than TOMATO. Indeed, for the 
problems of type J, JEST needs about 0.12 s per iteration while TOMATO performs 
one iteration in about 0.025 s. This is due to the fact that the neighborhood used in 
JEST is much larger than the one of TOMATO. In JEST, a feasible solution s’ is 
defined as a neighbor of s if it is obtained from s by moving an operation i to another 
position on Mi. This induces a neighborhood of size O(mn’). In the worst case, the 
neighborhood used in TOMATO is of size O(mn). 
Moreover, for the problems of type E, G, H, I and J, the results obtained by using 
JEST with max-iteration = 2000 are worse than those obtained with TOMATO and 
mux-iteration = 0. As an example, for the problems of type J, JEST provides in about 
10 min a solution with a makespan which is in average 19% above the best known 
makespan. The algorithm TOMATO needs about half a second for finding a solution 
whose value is in average (resp. in the worst case) 5% (resp. 8%) above the reference 
objective,function. 
Benchmark problems for the JP have been generated by Fisher and Thompson 
[lo], Lawrence 1211 and Adams et al. [l]. We have incorporated tooling constraints 
into 45 of these problems: 40 from Lawrence (LAl-40) and 5 from Adams et al. 
(ABZ5-9). This has been done in the following way which can easily be reproduced bq 
any researcher interested in testing other heuristic solution methods for the JPT. 
We have first assumed that a tool is never required by two different operations. 
Hence, .T(i)n -T( ,j) = (!I for each pair i, j of operations. Let T denote the mean 
processing time of an operation: 
Let (ol, . . 0,) be the ordered set of operations in the process plan of a part 
p (1 < p 6 n). The number of tools required by operation oi (1 < i < r) has been set 
equal to i. The capacity of the tool magazines has been set equal to 111 (the number of 
machines) and we assume that x = T/10 and b = 0. 
These 45 problems can be considered as a new set of benchmark problems for the 
JPT. We have tested the algorithm TOMATO by setting w1 = 2 and IV~ = 1. Each 
problem has been run 10 times and the results are summarized in Table 2. 
For each problem, the referenct! objecti[,rfillzc.tion represents the best value f’(s*) of 
s* among the 10 runs of TOMATO with mc~_itcrution = 2000. As in Tahle 1, 
‘%I_ hrst corresponds to the percentage of experiments for which the r&rmce ohjc~cti~c~ 
,finction has been reached. Mean_6 and \vorst__d represent the average and the worst 
percentage above the wference objectivejimction over the 10 runs. The column irlitirri 
.solution provides an evaluation of the solutions obtained by only performing the 
initialization phase of the algorithm TOMATO, while the column,$nnl solutiorz gives 
information about the final solutions s* obtained by setting mar-itemtim = 2000. 
The last line of Table 2 contains a summary of the results for the 45 problems. 
It can be observed that also in this case, TOMATO appears to be very robust since 
the mean and the worst values of s* are in average less than 1% above the rcfhwwc~ 
d7jrctive ,fimTion. 
6. Final remarks and conclusions 
Only few models have been proposed in the literature for solving job shop problems 
with tooling constraints. The algorithm TOMATO which is described in this paper is 
robust and provides in a short computational time solutions of much better quality 
than those reported in [31]. In our opinion, TOMATO should only be applied to job 
shop problems in which the tool magazines are of relatively limited capacity: this 
happens in small and medium industry. When the capacity of the tool magazines 
increases and becomes much larger than the average number of tools needed by an 
operation, the problem becomes more or less similar to the JP; in this case, a solution 
of the JP could be obtained with the tabu search adaptation proposed by Dell’Amico 
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Results obtained with TOMATO for problems LAl-40 [21] and ABZ5-9 [l] 
Size 
Problem (n x m) 
Initial solution Final solution 
Reference 
%-best mea& worst_d %dmt meu?Lb worscG objectice function 
LA1 
LA2 
LA3 
LA4 
LA5 
LA6 
LA1 
LAX 
LA9 
LA10 
LA11 
LA12 
LA13 
LA14 
LA15 
LA16 
LA17 
LA18 
LA19 
LA20 
LA21 
LA22 
LA23 
LA24 
LA25 
LA26 
LA27 
LA28 
LA29 
LA30 
LA31 
LA32 
LA33 
LA34 
LA35 
LA36 
LA37 
LA38 
LA39 
LA40 
ABZS 
ABZ6 
ABZI 
ABZX 
ABZ9 
10x5 
10x5 
10x 5 
10x5 
10x 5 
15X5 
15x5 
15x5 
15x5 
15 x 5 
20 x 5 
20 x 5 
20 x 5 
20 x 5 
20 x 5 
10x 10 
10 x 10 
10x 10 
10 x 10 
10x 10 
15x 10 
15 x 10 
15 x 10 
15 x 10 
15x10 
20x 10 
20x 10 
20x 10 
20x 10 
20x 10 
30x 10 
30x 10 
30x 10 
30x 10 
30x IO 
15 x 15 
15x 15 
15x 15 
15x 15 
15 x 15 
10x 10 
10 x 10 
20x 15 
20x 15 
30x 15 
Average results 24.0 0.82 1.50 54.4 
10 0.61 0.74 30 0.50 0.74 676 
100 0.00 0.00 100 0.00 0.00 675 
40 0.30 0.49 60 0.20 0.49 609 
0 1.68 2.37 50 1.02 2.37 590 
0 0.67 0.67 100 0.00 0.00 601 
90 0.05 0.53 100 0.00 0.00 946 
20 0.29 0.89 100 0.00 0.00 902 
50 0.34 1.13 100 0.00 0.00 X83 
100 0.00 0.00 100 0.00 0.00 971 
70 0.11 0.72 100 0.00 0.00 978 
60 0.16 0.80 100 0.00 0.00 1247 
70 0.13 0.76 100 0.00 0.00 1059 
90 0.02 0.17 100 0.00 0.00 1180 
0 0.38 0.38 100 0.00 0.00 1317 
20 0.63 1.22 90 0.04 0.4 1 1227 
0 1.25 2.70 30 0.71 2.18 963 
0 2.50 2.65 10 1.60 2.40 793 
0 1.28 3.08 60 0.19 0.80 876 
20 0.72 1.72 20 0.69 1.38 X70 
0 0.52 0.97 10 0.19 0.22 925 
10 1.29 2.19 10 0.88 2.01 1097 
60 0.2 1 1.03 80 0.05 0.41 971 
20 0.54 1.21 100 0.00 0.00 1072 
0 1.56 2.35 10 1.12 2.15 979 
0 1.61 2.25 10 1.17 1.86 1022 
0 0.77 1.56 90 0.06 0.63 1278 
0 1.92 2.85 10 1.25 2.15 1300 
20 0.51 1.48 30 0.27 0.70 1281 
0 2.02 3.93 10 1.48 2.86 1222 
40 0.3 1 0.63 90 0.04 0.35 1420 
0 0.59 1.07 100 0.00 0.00 1874 
0 0.68 0.88 30 0.18 0.26 1935 
0 0.58 1.18 90 0.02 0.22 17x7 
0 0.99 1.71 20 0.25 0.55 1811 
0 1.20 1.68 10 0.30 0.51 1968 
10 0.82 1.38 50 0.24 0.76 1308 
20 0.75 2.04 30 0.46 1.15 1473 
0 1.38 2.60 10 1.07 2.27 1233 
0 1.47 2.35 10 1.11 1.57 1275 
0 1.11 1.63 10 0.82 1.16 1288 
60 0.14 0.47 60 
100 0.00 0.00 100 
0 1.39 2.46 10 
0 2.05 2.71 10 
0 1.76 4.04 10 
0.10 
0.00 
0.95 
1.57 
1.27 
0.43 
0.47 1271 
0.00 970 
1.79 691 
2.57 701 
2.79 717 
0.89 
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and Trubian, and the few switching instants can then be scheduled by using 
the algorithms SWTTCHING_INSTANT. TOOL REPLACEMENT and IM- 
PROVE-SWITCHING-INSTANT. 
TOMATO seems to be a very robust algorithm since we have observed on 
benchmark problems that it produces in less than 1 min solutions whose mean value ih 
at most 1% above the best known values. For comparisons. a previous work on some 
of these benchmark problems reports results which are obtained in a few minutes and 
which are in some cases about 20% above the solution values found by TOMATO. 
TOMATO is a flexible method which can be used by a production manager who 
wants either a quick but not precise estimation of the makespan or an accurate 
solution. The desired trade-off between computational time and solution quality can 
be established by adjusting the parameter rvus-iteration. TOMATO can be used as 
a descent method that stops as soon as a local optimum has been reached: in the 
experiments which are reported in Section 5. we have observed that TOMATO 
provides in less than 1 second solutions whose value is in the worst case less than X”,) 
above the best known solution values. By using TOMATO during 1 min, we have 
noticed that this percentage above the best known solution values is decreased to 3%,,. 
The complexity of the following problem is still open: given the process plans of the 
part types and an ordering of the operations on the machines, determine a schedule 01 
the operations and of the switching instants which minimizes the makespan. We have 
developed a three-phase heuristic method for solving this problem. One possible way 
for improving the procedure IMPROVE _SWlTCHING_ INSTANT would consist 
in defining a measure of criticality of every machine and optimizing more critical 
machines first. It is not difficult to build examples where the three-phase heuristic 
method does not provide an optimal schedule of the switching instants. This consti- 
tutes of course a hindrance to finding a global optimum for the JPT. Future work will 
consist in trying to develop a better heuristic method or an exact polynomial 
algorithm (if any). 
The neighborhood structure used in TOMATO does not induce a state space graph 
Y having property $?. Hence, there exist initial solutions for which TOMATO will 
never find a global optimum. This drawback could be reduced by adding a multiple 
restart strategy to TOMATO or by enlarging the neighborhood structure. For 
example, one could define N(s) as the set of solutions which can be obtained from s by 
permuting two consecutive operations, without taking into account whether these two 
operations are critical or not. It should however be noticed that it would be difficult to 
escape a local optimum with such a neighborhood structure since many neighbors of 
a solution s would have the same makespan as s and would be preferred to those 
which increase the makespan. We have also observed that an increase of the size of the 
neighborhood involves an increase of the time needed to perform one iteration: this 
explained the slowness of JEST when compared to TOMATO. 
Future development in this topic will consist in defining a neighborhood structure 
of reasonable size which favors the escape from local optima and which induces a state 
space graph having property ‘$3. 
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